
2019 Fall: Graph Neural 
Networks
Paper readings



New Sota: BART by facebook

BART: Denoising Sequence-to-Sequence Pre-training for Natural Language Generation, Translation, and 
Comprehension:
1) corrupting text with an arbitrary noising function
2) learning a model to reconstruct the original text

A+B= C type paper
Model is getting larger and larger,
We need distillation!

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1910.13461.pdf


KG-BERT: BERT for Knowledge Graph Completion (AAAI 20’)

Knowledge Graph Bidirectional Encoder 
Representations from Transformer 
(KG-BERT）to model triples

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1909.03193.pdf


Graph Transformer (ICLR 2020 submission)
Graph Transformer (GTR):

captures long-range dependency with global attention; intra-graph message passing;
superior in learning robust graph representations, transforming high-level semantics 

across domains, and bridging between prior graph structure with automatic structure learning
With attention:

GAT (Velickovic et al., 2018)
With self-attention (Vaswani et al., 2017)
“Transformer enables efficient and paralleled computation by invoking a self-attention 

mechanism for global context modeling”,  avoids gradient vanishing 
Confusing with global and local features

https://openreview.net/pdf?id=HJei-2RcK7


Graph Transformer (ICLR 2020 submission)

https://openreview.net/pdf?id=HJei-2RcK7


Graph Transformer (ICLR 2020 submission)
Input and output graph can be different (structures, nodes), nodes has to be given.

Images: source graph is known set of classes, target is novel. 

https://openreview.net/pdf?id=HJei-2RcK7


Graph Transformer (ICLR 2020 submission)

Reviewers concerned about the scalability and novelty of the method. Less NLP 
tasks are there. But possible to have something interesting. Idea is straightforward 
as it is an extension of GAT model. 

https://openreview.net/pdf?id=HJei-2RcK7


Text Generation from Knowledge 
Graphs with Graph Transformers

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/N19-1238/
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/N19-1238/


Advancements in Graph Neural Networks （Jure Leskovec， 2020）

Not everything is in a sequence or a grid 
-->representation learning
GraphSAGE: GNNs
Intuition: Nodes aggregate information from 
their neighbors using neural networks
learning a generic linear combination of graph 
low-pass and high-pass operators
GraphSAGE: for unseen nodes..transfer?
Computation graphs can be chosen: we can 
sample some neighbors/views
Key challenge: Big graphs and queries can involve 
noisy and unobserved data! (noisy, so sampling!)

https://static.aminer.cn/misc/pdf/graphsage2-mit-nov19.pdf




DANTE: Deep Affinity Network for Clustering Conversational Interactants

Visual community detection: use clustering on GCNs (aka.  graph clustering with 
modern deep learning techniques). Formulation: detecting groups as finding 
sets of related nodes in a weighted graph. 

Compute a score on the edge, then do clustering. 

Simple MLP is used. 

Possible to try GCN on it lol

Very useful for real world application.

Graph Neural Networks with classic graph algorithms?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1907.12910.pdf


Sequence-Level Knowledge Distillation
Can graph be ...distilled?

Minimize the softmax values: approximate distillation softmax to the original

Input x

Old huge
model

Distillation
model

softmax (x)

 Softmax (x)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.07947


Automatic Labelling of Topics with Neural Embeddings

labelling a topic with a succinct phrase that summarises its theme or idea, by 
using Wikipedia document titles as label candidates and compare neural 
embeddings.  [can we convert it as a generation task?]
Two steps:

(1) topic label generation based on English Wikipedia
Doc2vec model on wiki ->  Wikipedia title by its document embedding
Topic embeddings are output of a list of top words, cosine sim as scores.

*takeaway: doc2vec tends to favour fine-grained concepts, while word2vec 
favours more generic or abstract labels

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/C16-1091.pdf


Automatic Labelling of Topics with Neural Embeddings

Two steps: 
 Topic label ranking, based on a supervised learn-to-rank model. 

Four pre-defined features including page rank, etc. Then train the SVM 
regression model, given the features and a gold standard order. 

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/C16-1091.pdf


RotatE: Knowledge Graph Embedding by Relational Rotation in Complex Space code

Learning representation of entities and relations in knowledge graphs for 
predicting missing links. (KGE)

(h,r,t) : t=h*r   (all of them are embeddings, element-wise product)

Predict links in KG:

-> scoring fs

https://openreview.net/forum?id=HkgEQnRqYQ
https://github.com/DeepGraphLearning/KnowledgeGraphEmbedding


RotatE: Knowledge Graph Embedding by Relational Rotation in Complex Space 
code
How to draw negative samples for training KGEs: a generative adversarial 
learning framework.

Self-adapted negative sampling (Referring to 3.3 OPTIMIZATION)

https://openreview.net/forum?id=HkgEQnRqYQ
https://github.com/DeepGraphLearning/KnowledgeGraphEmbedding


Graph Matching Networks for Learning the Similarity of Graph Structured 
Objects

http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~yujiali/ (lots of graph research)

Contributions: 1) GNNs are effective for prediction tasks, for similarity reasoning; 2) 
propose Graph Matching Networks, allows a pair of graphs as inputs, compute sim scores. 
With Cross-graph attention-based model!

In previous work, categorize the proposed model in to one existing family, help readers to 
understand. 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.12787
https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.12787
http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~yujiali/


Graph Similarity Search and Graph Kernels

Graph Similarity Search:
Exact matches, sub-graph isomorphism
Structural similarity: graph edit distance

Graph Kernels:
Types:

similarity between walks or paths on graphs;
limited-sized substructures;
sub-tree structures

How it works: extract features, then do inner product

Siamese neural network: for visual similarity learning
 Learn both representations and the similarity metric.

Siamese neural network 
https://medium.com/intel-student-ambassado
rs/siamese-networks-for-visual-tracking-9626
2eaaba77

https://medium.com/intel-student-ambassadors/siamese-networks-for-visual-tracking-96262eaaba77
https://medium.com/intel-student-ambassadors/siamese-networks-for-visual-tracking-96262eaaba77
https://medium.com/intel-student-ambassadors/siamese-networks-for-visual-tracking-96262eaaba77


Graph Matching Networks
Two models: one on the standard GNN; one on the proposed GMNs



Graph Matching Networks
Graph Embedding Models: graph -> dense embedding

Calculate scores: Euclidean, cosine or Hamming similarities.

GMN: show how well a node in one graph can be matched to one or more nodes 
in the other:



Cluster-GCN: An Efficient Algorithm for Training Deep and 
Large Graph Convolutional Networks [New Task]

Idea: at each step, it samples nodes from a clustering algorithm, and restricts the 
neighborhood. [Clustering for batches] 

This direction: paper1, paper2(contributions are sooooo many)

Datasets: from Amazon, 2M data with 2 million nodes and 61 million edges; other 
experiments including the PubMed, Cora and PPI. 

Code: link 

Section 3.3 (Issues of training deeper GCNs) is inspiring! 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.07953
https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.07953
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1710.10568.pdf
https://papers.nips.cc/paper/6703-inductive-representation-learning-on-large-graphs.pdf
https://github.com/google-research/google-research/tree/master/cluster_gcn


Cluster-GCN: An Efficient Algorithm for Training Deep and 
Large Graph Convolutional Networks

Neighborhood expansion

Left: traditional GCN

Right: cluster-GCN

Restrict neighbors by 
partitioning the graph (via 
graph clustering algorithms 
like Metis and Graclus)



Is a Single Embedding Enough? Learning Node 
Representations that Capture Multiple Social Contexts
Motivation:  But can nodes really be best described by a single vector 
representation? Learn multiple embeddings for nodes. [wbt for edges?]

Highlights: 1) Splitter: learn multiple node embeddings on link prediction task; 2) A 
novel graph regularization constraint

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1905.02138.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1905.02138.pdf


A brief history of Graph Neural Nets



Datasets
https://snap.stanford.edu/data/

https://linqs.soe.ucsc.edu/data

Webpages and links: http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs.cmu.edu/project/theo-51/www/co-training/data/ (?)

Amazon Product data: http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/index.html

https://github.com/benedekrozemberczki/datasets

http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/

https://snap.stanford.edu/data/
https://linqs.soe.ucsc.edu/data
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs.cmu.edu/project/theo-51/www/co-training/data/
http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/index.html
https://github.com/benedekrozemberczki/datasets
http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/


Datasets:knowledge graphs  (h,r,t) paper
FB15k: a subset of Freebase, a large-scale knowledge graph, model and infer symmetry/antisymmetry and inversion patterns.

WN18: a subset of WordNet, a database featuring lexical relations between words.

https://openreview.net/pdf?id=HkgEQnRqYQ


Node2vec: scalable feature learning for networks post post

Use random walk to replace DFS and BFS to sample nodes.

Deepwalk: only focus on local info; Node2vec: expands it (sample the 
next step)

SkipGram idea to learn node features. 

https://www.jianshu.com/p/c631500d57dd
https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/58281139


Keep It Simple: Graph Autoencoders Without Graph Convolutional 
Networks
Replace GCN encoder with a linear model wrt the adjacency matrix of the graph 
and a unique weight matrix.

Takeaways: 

Dense datasets: Blogs, Google pages, etc. GCN encoder performance 
increases with the size of the graph. 

Nature of the dataset is crucial:  in citation graphs, if a reference A in an article 
B cited by some authors is relevant to their work, authors will likely also cite this 
reference A (creating a first order link)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1910.00942.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1910.00942.pdf


Embedding Biomedical Ontologies by Jointly Encoding 
Network Structure and Textual Node Descriptors

Network Embeddings: add more info like texts (describing nodes); extending 
node2vec, evaluated on link prediction (from UMLS). Traditional way is to consider 
the structure but not the node info (descriptions). 

The proposed method it to use both structure and content-oriented approach. 

Learn embedding for each node and vocab word;

Get concept embeddings then applied: cosine predictor and LR predictor. 

Try GCN?

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/W19-5032.pdf
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/W19-5032.pdf


Pre-training Graph Neural Networks
GCNs：1. Capture similarity of neighbors; 2. Graph-level representations; 3. 
Capture domain-knowledge.

Graph-level supervised pre-training often leads to marginal performance gain or 
worse; combining node- and graph-level pre-training significantly improves 
generalization of out-of-distribution graphs.

Tasks: Context Prediction, Masking, Graph-level Prediction

But it is a graph-level training algo!

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1905.12265.pdf


Context Prediction: predict surrounding graph structure

Masking: mask input node/edge



Multi-GCN: Graph Convolutional Networks for Multi-View Networks, 
with Applications to Global Poverty

Cora dataset: https://linqs.soe.ucsc.edu/data

https://linqs-data.soe.ucsc.edu/public/citeseer-mrdm05/

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1901.11213.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1901.11213.pdf
https://linqs.soe.ucsc.edu/data
https://linqs-data.soe.ucsc.edu/public/citeseer-mrdm05/


Heterogeneous Graph Attention Network
Node-level and semantic-level: two 
levels (hierarchical attention)

Meta-path: actor-movie (defined)

Attention is used to assign weights to 
the edges

Code data

Multi-edge with attention

https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.07293
https://github.com/Jhy1993/HAN
https://github.com/Jhy1993/HAN/tree/master/data


Cluster-GCN: An Efficient Algorithm for Training 
Deep and Large Graph Convolutional Networks
Idea: a novel GCN algorithm that is suitable for SGD-based training by exploiting 
the graph clustering structure: samples a cluster inside the graph; improves 
memory..

graph clustering algorithms (to partition the graph): Metis, Graclus

Works with extremely large graphs: ~2m nodes, 61m edges

Deeper GCNs, 5 layers, higher accuracy. 

Code (Google Research) https://github.com/google-research/google-research/tree/master/cluster_gcn

https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.07953
https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.07953
https://github.com/google-research/google-research/tree/master/cluster_gcn


Watch Your Step: Learning Node Embeddings via Graph 
Attention
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P17-1158.pdf

https://github.com/DeepGraphLearning/LiteratureDL4Graph

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P17-1158.pdf
https://github.com/DeepGraphLearning/LiteratureDL4Graph


Geom-GCN: ICLR 20 submission
Motivation: losing structural info of nodes in neighbors; weak to capture 
long-range dependencies in disassortative graphs.

Model: node embeddings; structural neighborhood;bi-level aggregation

GCN: doesn’t distinguish messages from different nodes. But CNN is good at it? 
Grid network: topology patterns (hierarchy). Multi-layer GCN maybe bad.

https://openreview.net/forum?id=S1e2agrFvS


Supervised Community Detection
First to solve community detection using Line-GCN,

SNAP dataset

Is it possible to do unsupervised? AKA, clustering?

We have autoencoders for GAEs, is it possible to have a language modeling 
style?

https://openreview.net/pdf?id=H1g0Z3A9Fm
https://snap.stanford.edu/data/


A Comprehensive Survey on Graph Neural Networks 

http://arxiv.org/abs/1901.00596


Graph Survey
Paper link

https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.00596


A taxonomy



Highlighted Papers
Adaptive Graph Convolutional Network: residual graph adjacency

Dual Graph Convolutional Network: two graphs in parallel

Graph Isomorphism Network: adjust weights to the center node
Virtual Nodes, what about Virtual edges? Edge types rather than node types!

Spatial-based clustering methods: an image has a structure/hierarchy

Residual connections.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1801.03226.pdf
https://persagen.com/files/misc/zhuang2018dual.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1810.00826


Frameworks
Node-level: classification, etc

Edge-level: edge classification, link prediction

Graph-level: graph classification.

-----

● Unsupervised learning for graph embedding: autoencoder OR negative 
sampling.



ConvGNN
Spectral: define filters, graph signal processing-> convolution is to remove noises.

Chebyshev Spectral CNN,Spectral Convolutional Neural Network,...

Adaptive GCN, Dual GCN

GCN is in between, spatial type is developed rapidly

Spatial: (RecGNNs) info aggregation to define graph convolutions (motivated by images)

Graph neighbors are Unordered



Spatial-based GNNs
Message Passing Neural Network (MPNN): a general framework of spatial GNNs
K iterations:



Ranking Neighbours
PATCHY-SAN: select top q neighbors based on centrality, Weisfeiler-Lehman color
Convert graph-structure into grid-structured data???
Large-scale Graph Convolutional Network: rank them based on node feature info



Comparison
Spectral: bad on generalization, fixed graph

Spatial: perform graph convolution locally on each node, sharing weights

Flexible on: edge inputs, directed graphs, signed graphs, heterogeneous 
graphs.

 



Graph Pooling Modules
Reduce the number of parameters: down-sampling, very useful for clustering

Graclus algorithm: a clustering version of the original graph -> used as pooling
SortPooling: DGCNN, in a meaningful order based on structural
What is structural information of graphs?
DiffPool ← Clustering
SAGPool ← self-attention manner



Graph Generation
Molecular graph generation in drug discovery.

Works with GANs. 



Future Directions
Heterogeneity: handle different types of nodes and edges; various forms of inputs, 
such as images and texts! 

Multi-filters paper Multi-edge Aggregation (MAE)

Dynamicity: node/edge inputs may change time by time (dynamic spatial relations). 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1903.07293.pdf


Write a research paper

http://www.deeplearningindaba.com/uploads/1/0/2/6/102657286/research-paper-writing.pdf


Other papers from IJCAI
Topology Optimization based Graph Convolutional Network

Tree Sampling Divergence: An Information-Theoretic Metric for Hierarchical Graph Clustering

Unsupervised Embedding Enhancements of Knowledge Graphs using Textual Associations

Unsupervised Inductive Graph-Level Representation Learning via Graph-Graph Proximity

Variational Graph Embedding and Clustering with Laplacian Eigenmaps

Attributed Graph Clustering: A Deep Attentional Embedding Approach

Attributed Graph Clustering via Adaptive Graph Convolution


